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Two cyberspace cases from the Supreme Court’s 2001 Term forced the justices to reexamine basic constitutional assumptions underlying the obscenity and child pornography doctrines. In Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition, the Court struck down a federal ban on “virtual” child pornography in the 1996 Child Pornography Prevention Act (CPPA) as a “textbook example” of why the law permits facial challenges to overbroad statutes. It found that a prohibition of images that “appear to be a child” engaging in sexual conduct where no actual children were involved prohibited a substantial amount of protected expression and violated the First Amendment.¹ Meanwhile, in Ashcroft v. ACLU, the Supreme Court reversed a decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit to enjoin enforcement of the Child Online Protection Act (COPA), successor to the ill-fated Communications Decency Act (CDA). The Court rejected the court of appeals’ reasoning that the borderless nature of the Internet rendered unconstitutional restrictions on expression deemed “harmful to minors” where legal liability is on the basis of “community standards.” It remanded the case to the lower court to further explore the meaning of obscenity law in the Internet age.²

Both cases tackled issues that go to the heart of the Court’s complicated rulings governing the regulation of sexually oriented speech. Ashcroft v. ACLU reopened questions at the center of the Court’s more than four-decade-long struggle to establish a workable standard for

²122 S. Ct. 1700 (2002).
regulating obscenity. Although COPA applied a “variable obscenity” test for material considered “harmful to minors,” that legal standard is based essentially on the same analytic factors that define obscenity for adults. Obscenity law had been relatively settled since the 1973 decision in *Miller v. California*, in which the Court reaffirmed that the “patent offensiveness” and “prurient appeal” of sexually oriented materials should be determined by reference to contemporary community standards. But the decision in *Ashcroft v. ACLU* revived the debate that raged on the Court before *Miller*, about which kind of standards—and which community—should govern obscenity determinations. It directed the court of appeals to address the legal conundrums that plagued the Supreme Court in the years before *Miller*.

*Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition*, on the other hand, reaffirmed the traditional conception of child pornography—that such material is illegal because actual children are abused in its production. Congress had sought to extend the concept of child pornography to include images of “virtual” children, thus removing the direct link to child abuse, but the Court held that such an expansion of the child pornography concept would outlaw speech that traditionally has been protected by the First Amendment. The decision immediately prompted legislative efforts to adopt a new version of the virtual child pornography ban, thus ensuring a prolonged debate over the permissible scope of the prohibition.

By touching on core issues that define the essential nature of obscenity and child pornography, these two cases breathed new life into disputes about which kind of speech may be excluded from First Amendment protection and how courts should draw the line between protected and unprotected speech. In *Ashcroft v. ACLU*, the debate will continue in the court of appeals, which must decide whether COPA survives constitutional scrutiny and under what standard. With *Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition*, on the other hand, the judicial debate ended with the Court’s April 16, 2002, decision, at least for now. Legislation introduced immediately after the decision ensures that the constitutional arguments over child pornography will continue in Congress and, eventually, in the courts.

**Protected versus Unprotected Speech**

To understand these issues and their significance, it is necessary to review the development of obscenity and child pornography as
categories of speech that are unprotected by the First Amendment. Despite the seemingly absolute command of the First Amendment that “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press,” the Supreme Court has held that the restriction of certain categories of speech does not present a constitutional problem. This is because, as Professor Alexander Meiklejohn explained, the First Amendment “does not forbid the abridgement of speech [but] it does forbid the abridging of freedom of speech.”3

The Court sketched the general contours of the exclusions from constitutional protection in a 1942 case in which it identified “certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech” that included “the lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous and the insulting or ‘fighting’ words.”4 But this categorical approach to First Amendment protection obscures a deeper complexity: Restricting unprotected speech may not present a “constitutional problem,” as the Court put it, but determining what expression may be heaped into these exclusions certainly does.

The law of defamation illustrates this point. It has long been recognized that the publication of libelous statements constitutes a tort for which courts may order a remedy, but in 1964 the Supreme Court decreed, in New York Times v. Sullivan, that the First Amendment sharply constrains what expression may be considered defamatory. This constitutional oversight of state tort law is necessary, according to the Court, because freedom of expression needs “breathing space” to survive.5 Consequently, it erected formidable constitutional hurdles against any recovery in a defamation action by public officials. And in the years since 1964, the Supreme Court and lower courts have developed a rich and complex body of First Amendment law that extends both substantive and procedural protections in all libel cases.

The Quest for a Workable Obscenity Test

Much of the same legal development has occurred in the other categories of “unprotected” speech, and the law governing obscenity

3 ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN, FREE SPEECH AND ITS RELATION TO GOOD GOVERNMENT 19 (1948) (emphasis added).
is no exception. When the Supreme Court in 1957 reaffirmed the concept that obscenity is beyond the First Amendment’s protection, it also ruled that the question of whether a particular work is obscene necessarily implicates constitutional law. In distinguishing protected from unprotected speech involving sexual matters, the Court noted that “sex and obscenity are not synonymous” because sex is “a great and mysterious force in human life [and] has indisputably been a subject of absorbing interest to mankind through the ages; it is one of the vital problems of human interest and public concern.”

Accordingly, the First Amendment presumptively protects sexually oriented expression unless a court determines that the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that the dominant theme of the material taken as a whole is patently offensive and appeals to the prurient interest. The Court in Roth noted that “[a]ll ideas having even the slightest redeeming social importance—unorthodox ideas, controversial ideas, even ideas hateful to the prevailing climate of opinion—have the full protection of the [First Amendment] guarantees.” It subsequently clarified that no expression could be declared obscene, and therefore placed outside the First Amendment’s protective umbrella, unless it is found to be “utterly without redeeming social value.”

Over time, however, the analytic tools that make up the obscenity test proved to be far more slippery than the ones used to define other categories of unprotected speech. In defamation actions involving public officials or public figures, for example, the wronged party must prove that the defendant published a false statement of fact about the plaintiff that injured his reputation, and that it was published with reckless disregard of whether or not it was true. Although no test involving language can be applied with mathematical precision, it is much easier to determine whether a purported “fact” about a person is false and published in the face of actual doubts about its truth, than it is to evaluate whether a work is “prurient” according to community standards or that it lacks any social importance.

The Court has characterized the separation between obscenity and constitutionally protected expression about sex as a "dim and uncertain line."\(^9\) Not surprisingly, where—and even whether—the line should be drawn has generated a great deal of disagreement. Two justices, William O. Douglas and Hugo Black, never accepted the proposition that obscenity was beyond constitutional protection.\(^10\) Douglas wrote that the obscenity standard on the basis of an appeal to the "prurient interest" was an exercise in thought control, and he concluded that "[a]ny test that turns on what is offensive to the community's standards is too loose, too capricious, too destructive of freedom of expression to be squared with the First Amendment."\(^11\)

Although Justices Black and Douglas represented a distinctly minority view, there was hardly consensus among those in the majority. Justice Harlan noted that the 13 obscenity cases at the Supreme Court between 1957 and 1968 produced a total of 55 separate opinions, and that the quest to find a coherent test for obscenity had only "produced a variety of views among the members of the Court unmatched in any other course of constitutional adjudication."\(^12\) Justice Potter Stewart took the position that only "hard core pornography" could be suppressed,\(^13\) while others concluded that material short of the hard core could be banned, so long as it was patently offensive and lacked any redeeming value.\(^14\) Another view, advanced by Justice Harlan, was that the federal role was limited to restricting hard-core pornography, while the states had greater latitude to regulate books on the basis of "offensive" portrayals of sex.\(^15\)


\(^11\) Roth, 354 U.S. at 512 (Douglas, J., dissenting).

\(^12\) Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. Dallas, 390 U.S. 676, 704–705 & n.1 (1968) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

\(^13\) E.g., Ginzberg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463, 497 (1966) (Stewart, J., dissenting); Jacobellis, 378 U.S. at 197 (Stewart, J., concurring).


\(^15\) Roth, 354 U.S. at 496–508 (Harlan, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part); Interstate Circuit, Inc., 390 U.S. at 706 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
Notwithstanding the range of opinion on this doctrinal scale, the justices seemed to agree that the concept of obscenity could not be defined precisely. In describing the Court’s efforts to “define what may be undefinable,” Justice Stewart eschewed any attempt to come up with an intelligible formula for obscenity but added most famously (if unhelpfully) that “I know it when I see it.” Somewhat less pithily, Justice Black wrote that “no person, not even the most learned judge much less a layman, is capable of knowing in advance of an ultimate decision in his particular case by this Court whether certain material comes within the area of ‘obscenity.’” And Justice Brennan, the author of the Roth opinion, who later concluded that it was impossible to fashion a constitutional test for obscenity, agreed that “one cannot say with certainty that material is obscene until at least five members of this Court, applying inevitably obscure standards, have pronounced it so.” He wrote that the Court was “manifestly unable” to describe the obscenity concept in advance “except by reference to concepts so elusive that they fail to distinguish clearly between protected and unprotected speech.”

Justice Harlan, who would have accorded more latitude for the enforcement of state obscenity laws than for federal proscriptions, wrote that the Court in Roth erred in assuming that “‘obscenity’ is a peculiar genus of ‘speech and press,’ which is as distinct, recognizable, and classifiable as poison ivy is among other plants.” Accordingly, he concluded that whether a particular book may be suppressed is not “a mere matter of classification, of ‘fact,’ to be entrusted to a fact-finder and insulated from constitutional judgment.” Such determinations do not end with a jury verdict or trial court ruling because they involve “a question of constitutional judgment of the most sensitive and delicate kind.” For that reason, Justice Harlan foresaw that “every such suppression raises an individual constitutional problem, in which a reviewing court must determine for itself whether the attacked expression is suppressable within constitutional standards.”

---

16 Jacobellis, 378 U.S. at 197 (Stewart, J., concurring).
17 Ginzburg, 383 U.S. at 480–481 (Black, J., dissenting).
19 Id. at 84.
20 Roth, 354 U.S. at 497–498 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
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Because of this need for ultimate constitutional review, a significant number of cases were presented to the Supreme Court for a final determination of obscenity, thus requiring the justices to examine the challenged material themselves. If at least five justices, applying their respective tests, decided that the material was not obscene, the conviction was reversed without opinion, typically with the unadorned statement: "The petition for a writ of certiorari is granted and the judgment of the [court below] is reversed."21 By 1964, Chief Justice Warren complained that most of the Court’s obscenity decisions since Roth had been issued without opinion.22 Nevertheless, the practice became more prominent after the Court’s 1967 decision in Redrup v. New York, in which the Court summarily reversed convictions in three consolidated cases.23 The Court issued 31 similar reversals between 1967 and 1971, and countless other decisions denying review and upholding lower court convictions.24

The practice was wholly unsatisfactory for many reasons, not the least of which is that it turned the justices into censors of last resort. Justice Harlan complained that the members of the Court were tied to "the absurd business of perusing and viewing the miserable stuff that pours into the Court."25 Justice Brennan observed that the material may have varying degrees of social importance, but complained "it is hardly a source of edification to the members of this Court who are compelled to view it before passing on its obscenity."26 Justice Douglas, on the other hand, who never subscribed to the majority position that obscenity could be denied constitutional protection, always refused to look at the material because, he said, "I have thought the First Amendment made it unconstitutional for me to act as a censor."27

But the Court’s practice of subjecting salacious materials to final review caused a bigger problem than just ruffling judicial sensibilities. Regardless of whether it upheld convictions by denying review

23 386 U.S. 767 (1967).
24 Paris Adult Theatre I, 413 U.S. at 82 n.8 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (collecting cases).
26 Paris Adult Theatre I, 413 U.S. at 92–93 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
27 Id. at 71 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
of lower court rulings or reversing them without opinion, the summary review process provided no guidance to lower courts. Final decisions by the Supreme Court only resolved disputes between individual litigants without providing any doctrinal guidance. Justice Brennan wrote that “the practice effectively censors protected expression by leaving lower court determinations of obscenity intact even though the status of the allegedly obscene material is entirely unsettled until final review here.” Accordingly, he found, “judicial attempts to follow our lead conscientiously have often ended in hopeless confusion.”

The obscenity puzzle was further complicated by the need to decide which community dictated “community standards” for determining the patent offensiveness of sexual expression. Beginning with the 1957 *Roth* decision, Justice Harlan argued that local standards should govern state obscenity prosecutions, while national standards should apply in federal cases. He wrote that the same book “which is freely read in one State might be classed as obscene in another,” but he foresaw little danger to our system of ordered liberty “so long as there is no uniform nation-wide suppression of the book, and so long as other States are free to experiment with the same or bolder books.” At the same time, Justice Harlan opposed a single national standard for obscenity, warning that “the dangers of federal censorship in this field are far greater than anything the States may do.”

The debate over community standards intensified as the Court began to apply the *Roth* standard in the 1960s. In *Manual Enterprises, Inc. v. Day*, the Court overturned a Post Office ruling that certain gay-themed magazines were “unmailable” under federal law. Following its own independent review of the magazines in question, the Court found that “the most that can be said of them is that they are dismally unpleasant, uncouth and tawdry,” but that such qualities were not sufficient to render them obscene. With respect to the applicable community, however, Justice Harlan’s plurality opinion applied a national standard of decency to the federal law because it covers “all parts of the United States whose population

28 Id. at 93 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
29 Id. at 84.
30 *Roth*, 354 U.S. at 505–506 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
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reflects many different ethnic and cultural backgrounds.’’ The Court declined to rule on whether Congress could “prescribe a lesser geographical framework for judging this issue that would not have the intolerable consequence of denying some sections of the country access to material, there deemed acceptable, which in others might be considered offensive to prevailing community standards of decency.’’

The issue was presented squarely two years later in Jacobellis v. Ohio, and a plurality again purported to reaffirm the holding of Roth that “the constitutional status of an allegedly obscene work must be determined on the basis of a national standard.” Justice Brennan wrote that sustaining the suppression of a particular book or film in one locality “would deter its dissemination in other localities where it might be held not obscene, since sellers and exhibitors would be reluctant to risk criminal conviction in testing the variation between the two places.” Noting that “[i]t is, after all, a national Constitution we are expounding,” Justice Brennan pointed out that the Court “has explicitly refused to tolerate a result whereby ‘the constitutional limits of free expression in the Nation would vary with state lines.’”

Chief Justice Warren, however, disagreed, writing that “there is no provable ‘national standard’ and perhaps there should be none.” Joined by Justice Clark, he noted that the Supreme Court had been unable to articulate a national standard for obscenity “and it would be unreasonable to expect local courts to divine one.” The Chief Justice read Roth to endorse the application of local community standards, and reasoned that the Supreme Court should limit its role to determining whether lower courts had sufficient evidence before them to sustain an obscenity finding. Otherwise, he concluded, the Supreme Court would be required to review the contested materials and to sit as “Super Censor of all the obscenity purveyed throughout the Nation.”

After more than a decade and a half of doctrinal turmoil, the Court confronted the definitional problems involving obscenity and the community standards issue in Miller v. California. In upholding

32 Jacobellis, 378 U.S. at 194–195 (citation omitted).
33 Id. at 200–203 (Warren, C.J., dissenting).
a conviction under state law, the Court articulated the current three-part test for obscenity: (1) whether the average person, applying contemporary community standards would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest, (2) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law, and (3) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.” Although the decision was 5–4, it was the first time since Roth that a majority of the Court endorsed a test for obscenity.

The Miller majority abandoned the requirement that a work must be shown to be “utterly without redeeming social value,” but it also clarified that obscenity is limited to depictions of hard-core sexual conduct. Because of the greater agreement among the justices regarding the governing standard, the Court abandoned the “casual practice” of Redrup v. New York of issuing decisions without opinions in obscenity cases. It also reduced the need for judicial review of lower court decisions by classifying the “prurient interest” and “patently offensiveness” determinations as “essentially questions of fact” for juries to decide.

On the issue of community standards, the Court held that the Constitution does not require a national standard, finding that “[p]eople in different States vary in their tastes and attitudes, and this diversity is not to be strangled by the absolutism of imposed uniformity.” The Court upheld a conviction on the basis of community standards of the state of California, and it found there cannot be “fixed, uniform national standards of precisely what appeals to the ‘prurient interest’ or is ‘patently offensive.’” Describing a search for a national standard as “an exercise in futility,” Chief Justice Burger’s opinion for the Court emphasized that “our nation is simply too big and too diverse for this Court to reasonably expect that such standards could be articulated for all 50 states in a single formulation, assuming the prerequisite consensus exists.” He noted that the First Amendment does not require “that the people of Maine or Mississippi accept public depiction of conduct found tolerable in Las Vegas or New York City.” But he also acknowledged the converse

35 Id. at 29–30.
36 Id. at 20, 30–33.
propposition—that community reactions to literature in, say, rural Georgia or Tennessee, should not dictate what is acceptable in urban centers.  

The four-justice minority in Miller distilled a different lesson from the history of disputes over the meaning of obscenity. Justice Brennan, author of the Roth majority opinion, wrote in another case decided the same day as Miller, “after 16 years of experimentation and debate I am reluctantly forced to the conclusion that none of the available formulas, including the one announced today, can reduce the vagueness to a tolerable level.” Justice Brennan was joined by Justices Stewart and Marshall (Justice Stewart evidently no longer of the opinion that he would know obscenity when he saw it). Justice Douglas also wrote separately to highlight his long-held belief that obscenity could not be excluded from First Amendment protection. The dissenters in Miller questioned the notion that obscenity questions could be resolved definitively by juries applying community standards. The role of appellate courts in making independent judgments in obscenity cases could be reduced, they reasoned, only by exposing “much protected, sexually oriented expression to the vagaries of jury determinations” thus leading to an “unprecedented infringement of First Amendment rights.”

Despite the sharp divisions between the majority and minority opinions, the Miller test for obscenity ushered in a period of relative doctrinal stability. The following year, in Hamling v. United States, the same majority applied its new obscenity test to a prosecution in California under federal law, and found that the community standards requirement did not require the “substitution of some smaller geographical area” any more than it called on jurors to apply hypothetical and unascertainable “national standards.” Rather than focusing on some “precise geographic area” as the relevant “community,” the Court held that the purpose of a community standards approach was to ensure “that the material is judged neither on the basis of each juror’s personal opinion, nor by its effect on a particularly sensitive or insensitive person or group.”

37 Id. at 32–33 & n.13.
38 Paris Adult Theatre I, 413 U.S. at 84 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
39 Id. at 102.
The Court also clarified that the “serious merit” requirement of the Miller test was not predicated on community standards. In Pope v. Illinois, the Court held that the test for serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value did not hinge on the vagaries of local tastes, but instead must be judged by reference to the hypothetical reasonable person.41 Although all nine justices agreed (albeit in five separate opinions) that local standards should not dictate questions of merit, four took the position that the sale of obscene materials to adults could not be banned consistently with the Constitution. Once again, the key was community standards: “The question of offensiveness to community standards, whether national or local, is not one that the average juror can be expected to answer with evenhanded consistency,” Justice Stevens wrote in dissent. “In the final analysis, the guilt or innocence of a criminal defendant in an obscenity trial is determined primarily by individual jurors’ subjective reactions to the materials in question rather than by the predictable application of rules of law.”42

Variable Obscenity: The “Harm to Minors” Standard

If the question of obscenity was not already sufficiently complicated, the Supreme Court added another level of complexity by creating a category of materials that could be classified as “obscene for minors” but not for adults. Under the variable obscenity standard (sometimes called “obscenity lite”), the Supreme Court has held that the government may designate some sexually oriented material as being “harmful to minors” and may limit the sale or display of such things as “girlie magazines” to children.43 Such “variable obscenity” restrictions, however, are rather limited. The Supreme Court has held that it will not tolerate vague, open-ended restrictions on speech—not even for the benefit of minors—and that the government cannot “reduce the adult population . . . to reading only what is fit for children.”44

42 Id. at 514 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (quoting Smith v. United States, 431 U.S. 291, 315–316 (1977) (Stevens, J., dissenting)).
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As this subspecies of obscenity has evolved, the Supreme Court has ruled that the three-part Miller factors should be used to determine what material is obscene for minors, but with a slight difference. Reviewing courts must determine whether the average person, applying contemporary community standards would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest of minors, and whether the work lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value for minors. Over the years, courts have held that to meet this standard, the material must lack serious value for “a legitimate minority of normal, older adolescents.” Under this approach, “if any reasonable minor, including a seventeen-year-old, would find serious value, the material is not harmful to minors.” Accordingly, the Supreme Court has indicated that regulation in this area is limited to “borderline obscenity” or to material considered to be “virtually obscene.”

However much the concept of variable obscenity might have been limited by this formulation, it necessarily added more ambiguity to the elusive concept of obscenity. A reviewing court must first resolve the question of how the average person can apply “community standards” to divine what material appeals to the prurient interest of the normal 17-year-old. The obvious rhetorical response (and probably the most accurate answer)—what doesn’t?—no doubt would fail to satisfy judicial standards of precision. The question of “serious merit” for minors is at least as difficult to answer because it suggests that material that has serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific merit for adults does not necessarily have the same value for teens at the threshold of majority.

Few courts have ever addressed this issue, but one Ohio court in the mid-1970s held that the books One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and Manchild in the Promised Land violated the state’s “harmful to juveniles” law. It found that the books “have no literary, artistic, political or scientific value whatsoever” and “were designed by the authors to appeal to the base instincts of persons and to shock others.

45 Am. Booksellers Ass’n. v. Virginia, 882 F.2d 125, 127 (4th Cir. 1989).
46 Am. Booksellers v. Webb, 919 F.2d 1493, 1504–05 (11th Cir. 1990); Davis-Kidd Booksellers, Inc. v. McWherter, 866 S.W.2d 520, 528 (Tenn. 1993).
for the purpose of effectuating sales.’’ It is not known how the Supreme Court would evaluate the Ohio court’s analysis under the current rule that “harmful to minors” material must be “virtually obscene,” but Justice O’Connor’s partial dissent in Reno v. ACLU provides some insight into at least one view. Joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist, she observed that although “discussions about prison rape or nude art . . . may have some redeeming education value for adults, they do not necessarily have any such value for minors.” Which material falls into this “merit gap” between expression of value for adults but unfit for minors remains a mystery.

Ashcroft v. ACLU and the Online Obscenity Puzzle

The Child Online Protection Act was the second effort by Congress to enact restrictions on Internet speech to shield children from sexually oriented expression. The first attempt, the ban on “indecent” material in the CDA, ended with a near unanimous Supreme Court decision invalidating the restriction. The Court unanimously struck down a provision of the CDA that prohibited the display of “indecent” materials online, and voted 7–2 to void a provision that banned the transmission of indecent information to a minor. It held that the Internet receives the full protection of the First Amendment, and that the CDA’s prohibitions were both vague and overly broad. The Court unfavorably contrasted the CDA’s indecency standard, borrowed from the FCC’s restrictions on vulgar language on the radio, with the three-part test for obscenity.

In response, Congress adopted COPA in 1998. In doing so, it sought to avoid the same fate for the new law by making it narrower than its predecessor. Unlike the CDA, COPA does not apply to all sexually oriented information on the Internet, but prohibits making “any communication for commercial purposes” over the World Wide Web that “is available to any minor and that includes any material that is harmful to minors.” COPA covers material that “depicts, describes, or represents, in a manner patently offensive with respect to minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual

49 Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 896 (O’Connor, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
50 Id. at 872–874.
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contact, an actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual act, or a lewd exhibition of the genitals or post-pubescent female breast.” Incorporating the variable obscenity standard, the Act requires a finding that the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that the material taken as a whole would appeal to the prurient interest or minors, and that it lacks “serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value for minors.”

Despite this somewhat narrower focus compared with the CDA, Judge Lowell A. Reed of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania issued a preliminary injunction blocking enforcement of COPA. The court found that plaintiffs were likely to succeed on the merits of their constitutional claim—that the law would burden constitutionally protected speech, that it would chill online speech in general, and that the government had failed to demonstrate that COPA is the least restrictive means of serving its purpose.

On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed the decision, but did so for reasons not found in the district court order and not argued by the parties. Instead, the court of appeals focused on the futility of applying “contemporary community standards” to a global medium. The court found that “web publishers are without any means to limit access to their sites on the basis of the geographic location of particular Internet users.” Accordingly, that First Amendment analysis was affected dramatically by “the unique factors that affect communication in the new and technology-laden medium of the web.”

The court distinguished the way obscenity law applies to other technologies, noting that publishers can choose not to mail unsolicited sexually explicit material to certain locales and phone-sex operators can refuse to accept calls from particular communities. Because the court found that “the Internet ‘negates geometry’” and a Web publisher “will not even know the geographic location of visitors to its site,” it reasoned that application of a First Amendment standard on the basis of community standards “essentially requires that

every Web publisher subject to the statute [must] abide by the most restrictive and conservative state’s community standards in order to avoid criminal liability.”

It held that “this aspect of COPA, without reference to its other provisions, must lead inexorably to a holding of the likelihood of unconstitutionality of the entire COPA statute.” The court based its holding entirely on the likely unconstitutionality of “community standards” in the Internet context.

The court of appeals made clear that its critique of the “harmful to minors” standard applies equally to the test for obscenity. It stated that *Miller v. California* “has no applicability to the Internet and the Web, where Web publishers are currently without the ability to control the geographic scope of the recipients of their communications.” It further noted that “[t]he State may not regulate at all if it turns out that even the least restrictive means of regulation is still unreasonable when its limitations on freedom of speech are balanced against the benefits gained from those limitations.”

**The Supreme Court Weighs In**

The Third Circuit’s decision set the stage for a comprehensive review of the jurisprudence governing obscenity, and the Supreme Court did not shy away from this task. By a vote of 8–1, the Court reversed the court of appeals and remanded the case for further proceedings, keeping the injunction in place in the interim. Although ostensibly a very narrow ruling that affected only the Third Circuit’s rationale, the Court’s decision in *Ashcroft v. ACLU* opened a new chapter in the ongoing debate over obscenity. The five separate opinions recalled the doctrinal conflicts of the 1960s with some justices embracing local standards for obscenity, others endorsing national standards (as interpreted by local juries), and still others remaining undecided or choosing none of the above. It leaves to the court of appeals the unenviable task of deciding whether COPA lives or dies and fashioning a rationale that will garner majority support on a fractured Supreme Court.

Finding a majority view in *Ashcroft v. ACLU* is a daunting task. Although five justices signed onto various portions of the opinion

---

54 Id. at 169, 175.
55 Id. at 174.
56 Id. at 179–180.
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of the Court, the only point on which they could agree was that “COPA’s reliance on community standards to identify ‘material that is harmful to minors’ does not by itself render the statute substantially overbroad for purposes of the First Amendment.”\(^{57}\) Beyond that one point of agreement, there was a significant division over how community standards should apply to the Internet.

Justice Thomas, joined by Justice Scalia and Chief Justice Rehnquist, took the hardest line, reasoning that jurors may draw on their personal knowledge of their own communities for which the law does not specify a particular geographic area. If, as a result, speakers on the Internet must conform to varying local standards, so be it. Those who fear draconian local enforcement can simply avoid using the Internet as a means of communication. As Justice Thomas put it, “‘[I]f a publisher wishes for its material to be judged only by the standards of particular communities, then it need only take the simple step of utilizing a medium that enables it to target the release of its material into those communities.’” In this view, unreasonable local standards are moderated by the “‘serious merit’ criterion, which enables appellate courts to set ‘a national floor for socially redeeming value.’”\(^{58}\)

Justices O’Connor and Breyer each wrote separately to express their disagreement over which community standard to apply. Although both concurred in the judgment of the Court, they argued that the Constitution requires the use of a national standard to judge speech on the Internet. Otherwise, Justice Breyer wrote, “the most puritan of communities” would have “‘a heckler’s Internet veto affecting the rest of the nation.’”\(^{59}\) He cited language from COPA’s legislative history for support that Congress intended to employ an “‘adult’ standard rather than a ‘geographic’ standard for determining which material is ‘suitable for minors.’” Justice O’Connor similarly expressed some concern that the use of local community standards “will cause problems for regulation of obscenity on the Internet, for adults as well as children, in future cases.” She suggested that *Miller* allowed the application of local standards but did

---


\(^{58}\) *Id.* at 1710, 1712 (citation omitted).

\(^{59}\) *Id.* at 1716 (Breyer, J., concurring).
not mandate their use, and disputed the Court’s earlier conclusion that a national standard is “unascertainable.”

Although Justices O’Connor and Breyer expressed concern about applying local community standards to Internet speech, both acknowledged that jurors inevitably would base their assessments of a national standard to some extent on their local perceptions. They found the prospect of such inherent regional variations to be constitutionally acceptable “in a system that draws jurors from a local geographic area.” Their two concurring opinions suggested that applying a national standard on remand might be sufficient to cure any constitutional defects in COPA.

Justice Kennedy, on the other hand, was far less positive about the law’s prospects. Joined by Justices Souter and Ginsburg, he wrote that there is a very real likelihood that COPA is overbroad and cannot survive a facial challenge. He suggested that the Court should proceed cautiously in light of Congress’s attempt to fashion a narrower law than the CDA, and, for that reason, the Third Circuit’s community standards rationale “stated and applied at such a high level of generality” could not be sustained. Nevertheless, Justice Kennedy explained that a range of concerns may invalidate COPA’s variable obscenity standard, including the variation in community standards, the question of what constitutes the work “as a whole” on the Internet, and the type and amount of speech restricted by COPA, among other factors.

Such questions, he reasoned, are interrelated and require comprehensive review by the court of appeals. Justice Kennedy stressed that such review must give special weight to the Internet’s unique status, because “when Congress purports to abridge the freedom of a new medium, [courts] must be particularly attentive to its distinct attributes, for ‘differences in the characteristics of new media justify . . . differences in the First Amendment standards applied to them.’” Despite “grave doubts that COPA is consistent with the First Amendment,” Kennedy concluded that the Court should await a more thorough analysis by the Third Circuit.
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The sole dissenter was Justice Stevens, author of the Court’s opinion in *Reno v. ACLU*. In his view, it is “quite wrong to allow the standards of a minority consisting of the least tolerant communities” to regulate access to the World Wide Web. In its original form, Justice Stevens noted that the community standards formulation “provided a shield for communications that are offensive only to the least tolerant members of society.” Before *Roth* infused obscenity determinations with First Amendment considerations, courts judged such cases by the presumed impact of sexually oriented material on the most vulnerable members of society. After *Roth*, courts asked whether the average person, rather than the most sensitive, would find that material patently offensive, considering contemporary community standards. In the Internet context, however, Justice Stevens found that “community standards become a sword rather than a shield” because “[i]f a prurient appeal is offensive in a puritan village, it may be a crime to post it on the World Wide Web.”

Acknowledging that COPA was an improvement over the CDA, Justice Stevens nevertheless concluded that the changes were insufficient to cure the law’s constitutional deficiencies. The elements of COPA’s “harm to minors test” did not narrow the law sufficiently, he concluded, because the “patently offensive” and “prurient interests” elements of the standard depended on a community standard. The requirement that the material be “in some sense erotic” similarly did not narrow its scope, because “[a]rguably every depiction of nudity—partial or full—is in some sense erotic with respect to minors.” Similarly, the “serious value” prong of the test did not narrow the scope of COPA, because it requires juries to determine whether the material has serious value for minors. Accordingly, Justice Stevens concluded that the community standards analysis alone was sufficient to doom COPA.

In sum, the Court in *Ashcroft v. ACLU* not only declined to decide whether COPA violates the First Amendment, it also provided no clear guidance for how the court of appeals should answer that ultimate question. The only point of clarity was that eight justices were dissatisfied with the Third Circuit’s initial attempt. On remand, the appellate court must craft a decision that will survive Supreme

63 Id. at 1722–23 (Stevens, J., dissenting)
64 Id. at 1725 (emphasis in original).
Court review by parsing the five separate opinions. Three justices (Thomas, Scalia, and Chief Justice Rehnquist) clearly support the law and approve using local community standards to define obscenity; one justice (Stevens) clearly opposes the law because of its reliance on local community standards; three justices (Kennedy, Souter, and Ginsburg) are deeply skeptical of the law and are wary of imposing local standards on a global medium; and the two remaining justices (Breyer and O’Connor) may support the law if it employs a national standard for variable obscenity.

The Third Circuit could look to earlier Supreme Court decisions for guidance, but will find no definitive answers there. The current divisions on the Court largely replicate the debates that took place between 1957 and 1973, the tumultuous period between the decisions in Roth and Miller. While Miller’s three-part obscenity test settled, at least for a time, how obscenity should be determined, Ashcroft v. ACLU reopened the old controversies and raised new questions of how to define and enforce a “variable obscenity” standard for a medium that does not respect geographic boundaries.

The Problem of Child Pornography

Although the Court last term left many unanswered issues regarding obscenity, it faced squarely and answered clearly some fundamental questions involving what, for most people, is a far more difficult subject—the problem of child pornography. Like obscenity, child pornography is a category of communication that is unprotected by the First Amendment. The Supreme Court has approved laws that ban the creation, distribution, or even the mere possession of material that depicts the sexual exploitation of children. Unlike the judicial dispute in the obscenity cases, however, there is no disagreement about whether child pornography should be outlawed, because the focus of the law is on the child abuse committed in its production. As Justice Kennedy explained in Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition, the rationale for treating child pornography as unprotected speech is “based upon how it [is] made, not on what it communicate[s].”

Because the purposes to be served by the laws are distinct, the respective tests for obscenity and child pornography are quite different. In Ferber v. New York, the Supreme Court noted that in child pornography cases the usual test for obscenity is “adjusted” in several respects. First, if the material depicts a minor engaged in sexual conduct there is no requirement that it appeal to the prurient interest of the average person. Second, the material need not be considered as a whole. Third, the “serious merit” or a work cannot save it to the extent it contains child pornography. As the Court noted, “[i]t is irrelevant to the child [who has been abused] whether or not the material . . . has a literary, artistic, political or social value.” It added that “[t]he value of permitting live performances and photographic reproductions of children engaged in lewd sexual conduct is exceedingly modest, if not de minimis.”

This stricter standard of liability has been upheld because of the government’s interest in protecting children from actual sexual abuse. At the same time, however, the Supreme Court has stressed that the First Amendment limits the range of conduct that can be prohibited. In Ferber, the Court stated that the government’s interest was limited to prohibiting “sexual conduct by children below a specified age,” and it noted that “descriptions or other depictions . . . which do not involve live performance or photographic or other visual reproduction of live performances, retain First Amendment protection.” It suggested that a person could avoid the reach of child pornography laws by using “a person over the statutory age who perhaps looked younger,” or by depicting a “[s]imulation outside of the prohibition.”

Congress Targets High-Tech Kiddy Porn

As in the case of obscenity, technological advances prompted changes in the law prohibiting child pornography. In 1996 Congress passed the Child Pornography Prevention Act of 1996 (CPPA) to restrict “high-tech kiddie porn” by prohibiting the possession, sale, receipt, or distribution of computer-generated images that “appear to depict minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct.” The law
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also targeted “pandering,” defined as advertising, promoting, or distributing any sexually oriented image “in such a manner that conveys the impression” it depicts a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct.70 A separate section of the law prohibited the creation of child pornography using “morphed” images of actual children. Even before the passage of these amendments, federal law prohibited the distribution of actual child pornography by computer, and a number of individuals had been convicted for their online activities.71

Unlike the Supreme Court’s rationale in Ferber that child pornography laws exist to protect children who are exploited in the production of sexually explicit materials, the CPPA was predicated on the assumption that computer-generated child pornography could be used as “a tool of incitement for pedophiles and child molesters, and a tool of seduction for child victims” even if it does not involve the use of children in its production. The Senate Report on the legislation described computer-generated images “which appear to depict minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct” as being “just as dangerous to the well-being of our children as material produced using actual children.”72

By expanding federal child pornography law to prohibit images that do not depict actual humans, the CPPA created significant tensions with the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence in this area. The new focus on depictions of “virtual children” having sex severed the direct link between the law and child abuse and strained the constitutional boundaries articulated in Ferber. Accordingly, Congress sought to reduce the constitutional friction by indicating in the legislative history (but not in the law’s text) that the CPPA did not prohibit nonobscene images of adults engaging in sexually explicit conduct “even where a depicted individual may appear to be a minor.”73 This attempt to keep faith with Ferber, however, undermined the CPPA’s internal logic. If minors may be seduced
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using computer-generated images that appear to be minors, they certainly could be seduced through the use of constitutionally protected materials depicting youthful looking adults. The question posed by the CPPA was whether the courts would accept the government’s argument that the indirect link between sexual abuse and computer-generated images of virtual children could support the law.

**Reaffirming First Principles: Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition**

The Court in *Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition* directly addressed this question and rejected the government’s attempt to extend the concept of child pornography to include images of imaginary children. Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion explained that CPPA’s prohibition of virtual child pornography exceeded the logic of *Ferber*, which identified the state’s interest as “protecting the children exploited by the production process.”74 The litigants in the case did not challenge the CPPA provisions targeting “morphed” images of actual children, and the Court did not address that issue. With respect to the other CPPA restrictions, however, it was unwilling to expand the categories of unprotected speech to include “virtual” child pornography, and it held that the law violated the First Amendment.

In contrast to actual child pornography, the Court pointed out that CPPA prohibits speech “that records no crime and creates no victims by its production.” It rejected the government’s claim that computer-generated images are “intrinsically related” to child abuse, finding that the causal link is “contingent and indirect.” The First Amendment distinguishes between speech and conduct, and it sharply limits the government’s ability to regulate speech on the basis of its “bad tendency” to encourage misconduct. Consequently, the Court found that the CPPA could not be justified by arguments that virtual child porn promotes the bad thoughts of pedophiles. Justice Kennedy stressed that “First Amendment freedoms are most in danger when the government seeks to control thought or to justify its laws for that impermissible end.”75

74 122 S. Ct. 1389, 1396, 1401 (2002).

75 *Id.* at 1403.
Nor could the law rest on the argument that pedophiles might use virtual pornography to lure and seduce children. The majority pointed out that "many things, innocent in themselves . . . such as cartoons, video games, and candy . . . might be used for immoral purposes, yet we would not expect those to be prohibited because they might be misused."\(^76\) Again, conduct is the key. If an adult supplies a minor with obscene materials or solicits a child to engage in sex, that behavior can be punished without imposing any restrictions on speech. The Court cited its precedents relating to incitement to highlight the principle that the government cannot suppress speech "because it increases the chance an unlawful act will be committed 'at some indefinite future time.'\(^77\)

The majority opinion also emphasized the significant First Amendment impact of the CPPA. Its discussion outlined the distinctions between obscenity and child pornography, pointing out that the latter category does not require the government to show that the material to be prohibited, when taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest or is patently offensive. Nor must a prosecutor demonstrate that the material lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value. Images that satisfy the requirements of the CPPA can be proscribed, regardless of the way in which they are presented, including possibly "a picture in a psychology manual, as well as a movie depicting the horrors of sexual abuse." Because child pornography enables the criminalization of speech without regard to its merit, Justice Kennedy pointed out that well-regarded depictions of teenage sexuality could be banned, including performances of Romeo and Juliet, or contemporary films such as Traffic or American Beauty.\(^78\)

The Court’s holding does not impair the government’s ability to prohibit obscene depictions of child pornography—virtual or real—so long as the material falls within the three-part Miller test. The majority suggested that "[p]ictures of young children engaged in certain acts might be obscene where similar depictions of adults, or perhaps even older adolescents, would not," although it also noted that images of "what appear to be 17-year-olds engaging in sexually

\(^76\) Id. at 1402.
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\(^78\) Id. at 1400.
explicit activity do not in every case contravene community standards."  

The *Free Speech Coalition* decision generated four opinions, but provided far more clarity than the decision in *Ashcroft v. ACLU*. Four justices (Stevens, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer) joined Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion, providing a clear rule on the limits of the child pornography doctrine. Justice Thomas issued an opinion concurring in the result, but indicating that he might withdraw support for the ultimate finding if the government in a future case could demonstrate technical advances in virtual imaging that hamper its ability to prosecute actual child pornography. Justice O’Connor concurred in part and dissented in part, disagreeing with the majority’s rejection of a ban on computer-generated child pornography. She agreed that the possible application of CPPA restrictions to images produced using youthful-looking adults was overly broad and that the ban on pandering material that “conveys the impression” it is child pornography was invalid, but took the position that the government could prohibit virtual child pornography to the extent it is “virtually indistinguishable” from the real thing. Justice O’Connor shared Justice Thomas’s view that advances in computer technology could thwart enforcement efforts, and suggested that a narrowing construction to the law would assuage concerns that a ban on virtual child pornography might be too vague or selectively applied.

Only Chief Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justice Scalia, dissented outright. The opinion did not address directly the majority’s central premise that *Ferber*’s child pornography standard derives from the need to stop actual child abuse, but defended the CPPA with the argument that the law was carefully crafted to target only hardcore depictions of child sexuality. The dissenters suggested that the majority should have deferred to congressional findings regarding advances in technology and should not have granted a facial challenge without first attempting to interpret the law more narrowly. The Chief Justice (in a paragraph not joined by Justice Scalia) noted that CPPA’s legislative history indicated that Congress did not
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intend to apply the law to depictions produced with young-looking actors, and, in any event, the danger of overly broad enforcement was remote. The dissent discounted the risk to contemporary films identified by the majority, noting that if the CPPA could be applied “to reach the sort of material the Court says it does, then films such as ‘Traffic’ and ‘American Beauty’ would not have been made the way they were.”

Where Do We Go from Here?

Whatever else may be said of the Court’s decisions in these two cases, it is clear that they are not the final word on the thorny issues of obscenity and child pornography. The decision in Ashcroft v. ACLU remanded the case to the Third Circuit, thus perpetuating the debate that the Supreme Court did not resolve. Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition effectively answered the legal question before the Court, but provoked a political reaction that inevitably will test the resilience of the majority’s reasoning.

Virtual Child Pornography: The Sequel

The ink was scarcely dry on the Free Speech Coalition opinion when Attorney General John Ashcroft announced the introduction of new legislation to replace the CPPA. Two weeks after the Court’s decision, the attorney general unveiled H.R. 4623, the Child Obscenity and Pornography Prevention Act of 2002. The bill, crafted by the Justice Department to respond to the Supreme Court, was introduced in the House of Representatives by Rep. Lamar Smith and 69 cosponsors. It quickly passed the House and was referred to the Senate.

Part of H.R. 4623 simply puts into statutory form Justice Kennedy’s observation that most images of young children engaged in sex acts could be considered obscene under the Miller test. Although it sets forth a detailed definition of the term “prepubescent child” and lists the sex acts for which depictions are proscribed, the legislation would add little—if anything—to existing obscenity law. Although it raises the question of whether the government may ban mere possession of virtual child pornography, in most circumstances materials covered by the proposed obscenity ban fall under the current federal obscenity statute.

82 Id. at 1412 (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
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Otherwise, the provisions of H.R. 4623 seeking to restore the general prohibition of virtual child pornography, and to reimpose restrictions against pandering child pornography, represent a direct challenge to the majority opinion in Free Speech Coalition. The legislation seeks to prohibit depictions of children engaged in sexually explicit conduct, including computer-generated images that are “indistinguishable” from actual minors. It defines such imagery to be “virtually indistinguishable” from reality “in that the depiction is such that an ordinary person viewing the depiction would conclude that the depiction is that of an actual minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct.” It excludes noncomputer-generated images from the definition of virtual child pornography, including drawings, cartoons, sculptures, or paintings depicting minors or adults.83

Although this proposed rewrite of the standard for virtual child pornography is narrower than the CPPA’s prohibition on sexual imagery that “appears to be” of a child, it is far from certain that it would make a difference to a reviewing court if H.R. 4623 (or something like it) is enacted. The Court in Free Speech Coalition rejected the government’s argument that the CPPA was valid because the material prohibited by it is “virtually indistinguishable” from actual child pornography, and that such images are “part of the same market and are often exchanged.” The majority explained that the child pornography doctrine is concerned with the “production of the work, not its content.”84 Thus, any attempt to ban child pornography on the basis of purely imaginary images of children faces an uphill battle.

Thus, while H.R. 4623 is faithful to the arguments presented in Chief Justice Rehnquist’s dissenting opinion and Justice O’Connor’s partial dissent, it cannot be reconciled with the Free Speech Coalition majority. What is missing from the proposed law is any recognition that the Court struck down CPPA’s ban on virtual child pornography precisely because it is virtual and not real. As Justice Kennedy put it, a prohibition of virtual child pornography “prohibits speech that records no crime and creates no victims by its production.” Such a law ignores the First Amendment’s “vital distinctions between words and deeds, between ideas and conduct.”85

84 122 S. Ct. at 1401, 1404.
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Redefining Obscenity

Assuming Congress adopts a new ban on virtual child pornography, reviewing courts will face a relatively straightforward task of measuring the new law’s constitutionality by the principles articulated in Free Speech Coalition. This job may be affected somewhat by changes in computer imaging technology, but such complications pale compared with the puzzle the Third Circuit must unravel in Ashcroft v. ACLU. That court has been tasked with resolving the disputes over the meaning of obscenity that fractured the Warren and Burger Courts, and to apply its findings to a borderless medium of communications.

It is possible that the court of appeals will try to tackle this assignment without reopening the argument over community standards. After all, the district court was able to enjoin COPA without getting into that issue by focusing instead on the overbreadth of the law, its chilling effect on protected expression, and its failure to employ the least restrictive means of protecting children. The litigants similarly avoided the community standards issue and did not brief it their first time before the Third Circuit, largely because they were unwilling to raise questions they could not answer. But despite the appeal of changing the focus of the inquiry away from the more difficult questions, that option probably is unavailable on remand since the Third Circuit teed up the community standards issue and the Supreme Court framed the renewed debate in the same terms.

For six of the nine justices in Ashcroft v. ACLU, the community standards question was central to their analyses. Justice Stevens wrote that the issue alone was sufficient to invalidate COPA, while Justices Breyer and O’Connor suggested that the law could be upheld only if the Court applied a national standard for variable obscenity. Justice Kennedy, joined by Justices Souter and Ginsburg, agreed that the court of appeals was correct to focus on the national variation in community standards, but wanted the court to reexamine that issue in light of other First Amendment concerns, such as COPA’s overbreadth.

Even if a majority of the Court were not focused on the community standards issue, the prospects of success for a renewed argument based primarily on overbreadth are uncertain. Most members of the Court seemed skeptical of claims that COPA would restrict significant amounts of protected speech. The plurality headed by
Justice Thomas outlined language in COPA that “substantially limit[s] the material covered by the statute,” and noted that the “serious value” requirement would permit appellate courts to set a national floor for any material at risk.86 Justice O’Connor wrote that the record on appeal failed to show substantial overbreadth and that COPA applied to a “narrow category of speech.”87 She indicated that the serious merit requirement limited significantly the range of material covered by the law, a point Justice Breyer made during oral argument. He challenged ACLU’s counsel to give him a single example of a work that would have serious value for a 21-year-old but not for a 17-year-old, adding, “I can’t think of an example.”

But to recognize that the community standards issue will be a necessary (although nonexclusive) part of the ongoing debate over COPA is a long way from being able to predict how the issue may be resolved. It probably is safe to suggest that Justice Thomas’s caveat netizen approach, in which those who fear applying local notions of patent offensiveness should simply stay off the Web, will not gain added traction among the six justices who expressed concern about local standards. However, it is impossible to say whether a majority might opt for a national variable obscenity standard and what that might mean for the future of COPA.

One of the enduring questions of the Warren and Burger Court obscenity cases, left wide open by the Court in Ashcroft v. ACLU, is how a national standard could be applied. The Court in Miller described national standards as “unascertainable” and an “exercise in futility” that would subject conservative communities to racier material than they otherwise would permit while simultaneously restricting expression in more permissive locales. Justice O’Connor took issue with this conclusion, suggesting that the Internet has facilitated a national dialogue that has made potential jurors more aware of the views of other adults throughout the United States.88 Others on the Court expressed doubt about this assumption. As Justice Scalia asked at oral argument, “Can a North Carolina jury decide what is obscene in Los Angeles or Las Vegas?” “What does a person raised all his life in North Carolina know about Las Vegas?”

86 122 S. Ct. at 1710.
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But these questions sidestep a critical issue that the Court eventually must face—whether a final obscenity determination is a factual matter for juries to decide. Justice Brennan, among others, maintained that reviewing courts have an obligation to independently review challenged materials to ensure that constitutional protections are enforced. This position contributed to the recurring practice in the 1960s of requiring the justices to personally review allegedly obscene publications. Chief Justice Warren disagreed, arguing that no national standard was possible, and that juries could determine “patent offensiveness” and “prurient appeal” under local standards as matters of fact. Justice Harlan, squarely in the middle, argued that national standards should govern federal prosecutions, but that local obscenity standards, and the findings of state courts, should not be second-guessed by federal judges.

In light of this history, the current proposals invoking a national variable obscenity standard for COPA merely raise the same questions previously debated by members of the Court but do not resolve them. Although Justices O’Connor and Breyer implicitly reject Justice Brennan’s position that reviewing courts must resolve obscenity questions as a matter of constitutional law, they would require local juries to determine and apply a “uniform” national standard. In doing so, Justice Breyer acknowledged that regional variations inherent in the jury system would still exist, while Justice O’Connor noted that jurors asked to construe a national standard “will inevitably base their assessments to some extent on their experience of their local communities.” Given these understandings, it is far from obvious that local variations in enforcement on the basis of the tacit application of local standards masked by jury determinations would be less significant than differences attributable to overtly applied (and more easily reviewable) local community standards. Although Justices Breyer and O’Connor echo former Chief Justice Warren’s call to rely on juries, they ignore his warning that it would be unreasonable to expect local juries to be able to divine a national standard.

If the Court ultimately tried to adopt a national standard for “harmful to minors” material on the Internet, the result would likely
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create a legal fiction in which the standard was national as a matter of law but local in practice. The alternative would be to revive the Court’s function as the final arbiter of the legal status of contested materials, a role it is unlikely to embrace. Neither option settles the long-standing disputes in the obscenity debate, and Justice Breyer addressed the issue by pointing to legislative history defining the relevant community nongeographically to encompass “the Nation’s adult community taken as a whole” and asking jurors to apply the “reasonably constant” understanding of what material is unsuitable for minors.90

Justice Breyer’s concept of a national “adult community” begs the important questions of whether any kind of national adult consensus exists for expression that is “inappropriate for minors” and how this consensus may be determined. More important, it undermines the central assumption of both the Supreme Court and the Third Circuit that any ruling on the constitutionality of COPA’s variable obscenity test applies equally to the Miller standard for adult obscenity. By focusing the inquiry on what the “adult community” considers to be “unsuitable,” Justice Breyer accentuated the differences between obscenity under Miller and variable obscenity under COPA. This distinction may provide a touchstone for resolving the case on remand without the need to rewrite the law of obscenity, and it highlights an important point about community standards.

As the five majority justices in Ashcroft v. ACLU recognized, the concept of contemporary community standards articulated in Roth and reaffirmed in Miller was intended to replace a 19th century English standard that based obscenity on its presumed impact on the most sensitive or vulnerable members of society. When the Supreme Court infused obscenity law with First Amendment concerns, it used the community standards notion “to assure that the material is judged neither on the basis of each juror’s personal opinion, nor by its effect on a particularly sensitive or insensitive person or group.”91 Despite the continuing disputes over the composition of the community, the guiding principle was clear that speech was not to be punished on the basis of a jury’s perceptions of how certain speech may affect members of a vulnerable population.
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But the assumptions underlying variable obscenity, with its emphasis on “harm to minors” are just the opposite. Although the doctrine has been dressed up with the trappings of the three-part Miller test and its references to community standards, it essentially asks whether the expression at issue appeals to the prurient interest and lacks serious value for minors. Indeed, under Justice Breyer’s analysis of the issue, references to “community standards” are largely superfluous and simply confuse the issue. All that really matters under this conception of a national standard is what most adults think is bad for kids, and whether it has enough merit to outweigh the bad.

How such a thing might be determined is anybody’s guess. But by reducing the question to its essence, the constitutional issues surrounding COPA become clearer. The law seeks to impose restrictions on Internet speech on the basis of an evaluation of the likely impact of that speech on the vulnerable population of minors. Such an evaluation is difficult to reconcile with the original concept of community standards regardless of whether its implementation comes through local or national standards. And because the notion of community standards no longer provides a discernable limiting principle in a “harm to minors” analysis, the restrictions in COPA begin to resemble quite closely the CDA’s ban on “indecent” Internet speech. Indeed, the FCC’s indecency standard, rejected by the Court as hopelessly vague when applied to the Internet, applies in just this way: the Commissioners penalize indecent speech on the basis of their notions of a national standard for what is patently offensive for minors.

Although the Ashcroft plurality cited cases such as Hamling v. United States and Sable Communications of California, Inc. v. FCC to support the proposition that local community standards may be used to enforce federal obscenity laws, the same conclusion does not follow for regulating nonobscene speech such as the material covered by COPA. In Sable, for example, the Court upheld applying community standards to determine the obscenity of phone-sex services, but it invalidated restrictions on “indecent” dial-a-porn services as a violation of the First Amendment.92 Similarly, the Court in Hamling approved federal restrictions on sending obscene material
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through the mails without requiring that community standards be on the basis of a precise geographic area. At the same time, however, the Court imposed a narrowing construction of the federal statute to make clear that it applied only to obscenity as defined in *Miller*, and not to material considered “lewd, lascivious, indecent, filthy or vile” as set forth in the law. In sum, there are no precedents that provide clear guidance on how a national “harm to minors” law should be applied.

The Third Circuit must now determine whether COPA limits too much constitutionally protected speech for both minors and adults, and whether less restrictive alternatives forestall the need for such a law. The court is likely to focus on the importance of community standards, if only because of the litigation history and in response to the Supreme Court’s various views on the issue. If the court accepts Justice Breyer’s “adult community” concept, it must explain how to reconcile a community standards approach with a law that, by its nature, seeks to protect the vulnerable population of minors. If, on the other hand, the court defines the community geographically, it must explain how to determine a national standard, a feat that so far has eluded the Supreme Court. It seems unlikely that the court of appeals will attempt to apply local standards to the Web because a majority of the justices rejected that approach and because it is utterly inconsistent with the panel’s initial decision.

The court must also find a way to determine what sexually oriented material lacks serious literary, artistic, political, and scientific merit for minors. This inquiry will determine whether COPA restricts as much speech as the CDA’s “indecency” standard, or whether its reach is more limited, akin to adult obscenity under *Miller*. Justice Breyer’s suggestion at oral argument that everything that has serious merit for a 21-year-old is equally meritorious for older teenagers would merge the obscenity and variable obscenity doctrines. However, Justice O’Connor’s claim in *Reno v. ACLU* that nude art or discussions of prison rape may lack merit for minors implies that variable obscenity is much like the discredited indecency standard. This “merit gap” between the unconstitutional regulation of indecency and the valid regulation of obscenity is what COPA is all about. Yet no one has up to this point offered a satisfactory way
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of determining how much speech falls into this gap, or how it may be regulated without unduly restricting speech that is fully protected for adults.

**Conclusion**

New technology has prompted the Supreme Court to reexamine some of the basic assumptions of its First Amendment jurisprudence. In *Reno v. ACLU*, the Court held that the Internet deserves the strongest protections of the First Amendment. It was the first time that the Court has extended full constitutional immunity to a new communications medium without first applying a reduced level of protection. The Court is now exploring the limits of that conclusion, and in *Ashcroft v. ACLU* and *Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition* it examined the interplay of Internet and computer technology with its established doctrines of obscenity and child pornography. By viewing these issues through the lens of new technology, the Court reopened old disputes about the nature of protected and unprotected speech. These controversies are far from settled, and will continue in both the legislative and judicial arenas.